REFERENCE LETTER

Mr Krzysztof Czarnecki contributed to starting the cooperation between the Gdańsk University of Technology and Intel. The aim of the cooperation was to find common areas of operation of both entities.

After acknowledging expectations of Intel, Mr Krzysztof Czarnecki developed a plan for a new specialty called Embedded Systems, at the Computing field of study, which could educate graduates answering the needs of the modern Embedded Systems market. Mr Krzysztof Czarnecki’s work resulted in a grant, provided by Intel, for preparing modern teaching facilities for the developed specialty.

As part of the grant, Gdańsk University of Technology was equipped with state-of-the-art equipment and the university staff preparing teaching materials were paid. Promotional activities, concerning the developed didactic offer, taken by Mr Krzysztof Czarnecki resulted in launching the specialty during the first recruitment. It should be noted that the specialty was very popular.